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Spotlight

VALE CRAFT GALLERY
230 W. Superior St., 312.337.3525
Tuesday – Friday 10:30 to 5:30, Saturday 11 to 5
valecraftgallery.com

Peter Vale

THE ART OF CRAFT
Chicago’s River North district is home to dozens of galleries,
but there’s only one where you might find a beautiful, affordable, one-of-a-kind gift for everyone on your list. Vale Craft
Gallery “fills a niche that is unique in the neighborhood,”
says owner/director Peter Vale. But Vale has made his eponymous space less of a shop and more of a gallery; his displays
of fine crafts (including ceramics, jewelry, fiber, wood and
metal) are uncluttered and thoughtful, highlighting the
impeccable craftsmanship that is his signature. As a veteran
arts professional––and an artist himself—Vale’s depth of
knowledge is clearly evident. He is authoritative and passionate about his artists’ works, offering detailed descriptions of
their processes and influences, and he truly understands the
artists he represents.
Vale Craft opened at the end of 1992, shortly after Vale got
a graduate degree in art history. Around the same time he
opened the gallery, he began his own creative journey as a
ceramicist. He has studied extensively at Lill Street Art
Center, a group studio in Lincoln Park, Ox-Bow in Michigan
and Anderson Ranch in Colorado. His hand-built works are
eclectic, ranging from planters and masks to more functional
pieces like bowls, plates and vases. “Some pieces combine the
sculptural and the functional,” Vale notes, describing a whimsical series of planters he created that feature faces in relief,
so that foliage grown in them becomes “hair” sprouting from
the top. His current works take a new direction: “I’m making
hanging angel sculptures that I’m hoping to have ready for the
holidays,” he says.
The works will be part of a group exhibition of pieces, such
as jewelry, small ceramics and sculpture, suitable for holiday
giving (through January 2). Must-sees include sand-blasted,

Richard Parrish, Tapestry 19 (detail), 2009,
fused glass, 42" x 12" x 2"

carved beach stones by Spencer Watson; witty ceramic
cookie jars by Mark Inskeep; and jewelry by Bijou
Graphique, a Virginia-based couple who combine tiny
photographs and photocollages with sterling-silver settings. “Each piece is like a miniature work of art that’s also
wearable,” says Vale. Beginning January 8, a group show of
gallery artists will feature new “stitched paintings” from
local artist Maureen Bardusk, woven wall hangings by
Boisali Biswas and works by new artist Richard Parrish,
whose fused-glass pieces evoke woven textiles. “It’s very
exciting. I’ve never seen fused glass like this before,” Vale
says. Like always, his enthusiasm is infectious––and we
can’t wait.—Audrey Michelle Mast
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